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This sky has a limit you're willing no wear it 
I won't never stop let's take it to the time baby 
I ain't going nowhere 'cause ..nobody like you, no way 
I don't want you to take me there, take me there, 
Take me there, take me there, take me there, take me
there. 

Yeah, fly with me 'cause everything is flying, 
My oh high, could can get any proud yeah 
..yeah one piece body like a .. 
Small lips, ..hips in the whole lot of ass 
..on the beach ... this is ain't place here, 
This is stay mine, I see you getting coffee 
Why don't you stay a while, work on a rule ya, 
Baby go ... yeah, it's taking down to .. 
Why don't you do some shots, and watch the sun go
down 
From the dick and you got 
I wanna hit the spot you see just .. tomorrow cross the
..shouldn't .. 

Chorus: 
There's no other place I'd rather be, 
And I don't wanna ever leave, 
It feels just like my life it's supposed to be 
Between you and me. 
Please don't wake me up, I'm dreaming, 
I don't wanna come back to reality, 
It feels just like my life it's supposed to be 
Between you and me. 

When you wake up with no hangles 
have bunch of ..start your day .. 
...or watch your sad man .. 
I take a ... to be lazy, no ... 
And that's fine y home is real ...'cause she .. real
gracious 

... 
I don't just play I create for myself, I wanna play for
myself 
.. these niggas position for probably ... 
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I wanna .. myself and you're all welcome. 

Chorus: 
There's no other place I'd rather be, 
And I don't wanna ever leave, 
It feels just like my life it's supposed to be 
Between you and me. 
Please don't wake me up, I'm dreaming, 
I don't wanna come back to reality, 
It feels just like my life it's supposed to be 
Between you and me. 

I need you b*tch here but I ain't playin' fair 
'cause I'm sitting near fifteen passengers 
Said you can bring your friend, 
baby let's be clear I keep my pocket filled 
... so let the ..I can let you live to sooner ..that's some
deep shit 
... such a big girl and only .. steps 
My nigga ...I'm getting high ..on a beach 
This nigga stink ...must go. 

[Chorus] 

There's no other place I'd rather be, 
There ..happen like ..yeah, yeah, yeahhh 
The sky has a limit, has a limit, 
So take me, take me, take me, take me, take me, yeah,
yeah
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